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Keep in mind:   give ALICE data to school children
                           to analyse like physicists do

                           discovery potential measurements 

                           keep looks of tools close to the ones used in experiment

                           use real published data

                           easy to install and easy to give experimental data  

MasterClass Roadmap



Identify strange particles through their decay pattern
using visualisation tools

Measurement: 

count n. of different species of strange particles

Basic idea

Aim: Variant A
Count strange particles, compare to MC 

Aim: Variant B 
Count strange particles, make ratios: strange/non-strange particles

Check QGP signature (strangeness enhancement)

To Be Given

n. of non-strange particles in real and MC data
Works for 
pp and PbPb
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Tracking challenge but it works!!

with part of the 
event removed 
displaced 
vertices can be 
seen

Ξ− ﾮ Λπ −

by M. Tadel and A. Tadel 

Cascade topology reconstruction in PbPb
MC PbPb event

Cascade: Ξ,Ω  



V0 decay pattern 
in real pp events



Identify strange particles through their decay pattern
using visualisation tools

Basic idea

Aim: Variant A 
Count strange particles

Compare measured counts (“yield”) to MC  (Pythia)

Outcome: strangeness production; confirm or not the MC  

Example of 
reporting table

Correctness of MC
underlying event

Particle 
species

Real Pythia

K0 measured given 

Λ (anti Λ) measured given 

Ξ  measured given 

π given given 

Nch given given

Measurement: count n. of different species of strange particles

For MC give 
pre-calculated values



Identify strange particles through their decay pattern
using visualisation tools

Basic idea

Aim: Variant B
Count strange particles, get n. of non-strange particles 

make ratios: strange/non-strange particles

Compare ratios in real pp data and reference (Pythia)

Outcome: confirm or not strangeness enhancement (predicted as QGP 
signature

Discovery potential
QGP-like pattern
in (high multiplicity) pp

particle 
species

real Pythia Ratio 
strange/π

real Pythia

K0 measured given K0 /π deduced given
Λ measured given Λ /π deduced given

Ξ measured given Ξ /π deduced given

π given given

Nch given given

Measurement: count n. of different species of strange particles

Ratio of total strange to non-strange (proper normalisation)



     MasterClass package available in

    /afs/cern.ch/user/p/pdebski/public/masterclass

First proposal CERN NN
 
First prototype Oslo 15.04.10

Beta version CERN 14.10.10

From ideas to reality



Real life tests
 ALICE Summer Students demo (CERN; mid-aug)

 Alternative teaching presentation (greece; end aug)

 ALICE students excercise (CERN training centre; 5 oct)



Questionaire given during exercise 
- ALICE Summer Students mid-aug 
- ALICE Students 5 oct 

Get feedback

Implement comments

Questionaire for feedback

 Next Round: 
 school children at CERN; 17 nov



Main point: 
   100 events data samples are too big

   Now 50 events per sample

Questionaire for feedback

Other comments:
   Too easy (for ALICE students)

   Complexity can vary with or without 

   all tracks and clusters of the event

Better explanation of decay patterns

through the buttons of MasterClass



  Main version in english

 

  Translations in 

   - french 

   - greek

Language versions



Implementation
Introductory lecture 

QGP physics, strangeness as signature

Experiment

Detector principle

From signal recording to visualisation 

Tracking and PID (π, K, p)

Strange particles decay patterns (K0, Λ, Ξ,)

Strange particles identification criteria, counting and statistics  

Exercise

Demo, “guided tour”

On your-self 

Individual measurements

Students work on their data sample: identify, count and report

Analysis by the class

Teacher collects individual reports: data analysis, conclusions

data samples: 100 real pp at 900 GeV 
per student



Implementation

Based on ROOT only

Data and geometry are imported
(as VSD root files)

Can be of any experiment



Support material

QGP physics, strangeness as signature

   Text and simplified slides

    animation of heavy-ion collision

Experiment

   Text, experimental set up and photos

   animation of the experiment and detectors

   animation of collision in the centre of experiment

   and particle propagation in the detectors 

Detector (emphasis on TPC) 

   animation for TPC principle of operation

From signal recording to visualisation

   animations of events 900 GeV and 7 TeV pp

Tracking strategy and Strange particles decay patterns (π, K, p), (K0, Λ, Ξ,)

   views of  V0s and Cascades in 900 GeV and 7 TeV pp

use of visualisation
in every day life

Some support material via: 
- buttons of the MasterClass
- photoframe
- web pages



Existing prototype



Improve presentation and support material 
      - lecture(s) according to grade level 
      - web pages

Organise delivery of exercise package and support material
     - CDs
     - web based

Test with outside CERN institutes; interest from
     - GSI/HD
     - Strasbourg
     - Warsaw
     - Italy/...

Automatise the procedure to get best candidates from experiments ESD 
to MasterClass VSD root data files
     - repeat for 7 TeV high multiplicity pp data
     - repeat for 2.36 TeV PbPb data

Still To Do



Still To Do
Formulate clear conclusions; to popup under buttons YES or NO
    - for 0.9 TeV minimum bias pp data
     - for 7 TeV high multiplicity pp data
     - 2.36 TeV PbPb data



Ξ- → Λ0 + π- → p + π- + π-

Mass: 1.322 GeV/c2

pT:      1.459 GeV/c

Decay length: 6.85 cm

Run 104892, chunk 09000104892020.130, event in chunk 1840

Ξ → Λπ → πp π

Strangeness production paper:
K0, Λ
Ξ- 

Demo with real data


